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 Q3 sees slow-down of decline 

 Increases in value/volume turnover of First Growths 

 2009s continue to perform 

 EP2011 campaign fails to gain traction 
 

Overview of the Market 

 

Such has been the malaise affecting the fine wine market for the last year or so that we find ourselves 

improbably upbeat about reporting a fall of just 1% for the 3rd Quarter of 2012. In the last 15 months the BI 

Index, tracking the most traded investment wines, has lost the better  part of a quarter of its value and in 

doing so has taken prices back to those prevailing in early 2010.  It is in this negative context that we see 

essentially flat prices as a welcome outcome, particularly when the back-end of the quarter showed some, 

albeit limited, strengthening. Only the real Pollyannas among us would suggest we are out of the woods – 

but, for the first time in a good number of years, many wines seem to be consistently selling on the basis of 

their prevailing value as opposed to a judgement of imminent price changes; not the boom and bust that has 

characterised the wine market in recent  years but all the more welcome as such.  

 

The rather underwhelming performance of wine sits in contrast to most equity markets which continued 

their giddy ascent on the back of promised central bank largesse. FTSE showed 3%, DJIA an impressive 5% 

and HIS raced ahead with 7%. In contrast, but perhaps more pertinently, the Shanghai Exchange slipped a 

further 6% as confidence in China’s soft-landing ebbed still further. 

 

The Wine Market in More Detail 

 

Looking in a little more detail at the wine flows for the period then the headline story is very much the return 

of the First Growths. Compared to the same period in 2011, we saw steep increases in turnover - in both 

value and volume - with Lafite and Mouton leading the pack; yet at the same time there were similarly large 

declines in turnover for the super-seconds and leading right bankers. Whilst this dynamic can be seen as 

indicating growing confidence it must be put in the price context which gives quite a different picture: with 

prices for Mouton and Margaux remaining broadly flat and La Mission notching up a little, it was Lafite that 

again took the hit (particular weakness in prime vintages – 00/96/86). 

 

So what does increased trade but lower prices mean for this crucial estate? Optimists would see it as a 

process of stock flow from predominantly investors to predominantly consumers; pessimists would see it as 

the on-going momentum of inevitable falls following its out-performance in the boom years. From a vintage 

perspective there was little by way of discernible trend but one could identify a continued relative strength in 

(semi) mature vintages. Of the individual wines, Mission 1998 was a big winner (up 20%) on the back of 

Parker’s re-rating. Las Cases 96/00 rebounded with some good returns following big losses earlier in the year 

and Mouton 95/03 were all firm.  



 

The Wonder of 2009 

 

Again, mention must be given to the ‘09 vintage which seems to be perpetually in the headlines, for good and 

ill. Having suffered a precipitous fall from grace prices seem to have found an appropriate level and trade has 

been robust. Such is the status of this that it appears to be the default for both newcomers and those in 

search of the ‘best of the best’. Such an aura is not to be underestimated however much one may query the 

rationale of prevailing prices.  

 

The Immediate Future 

 

So as we look to the final months of 2012 what can we expect? 

 

 Firstly, there are currently far fewer concentrated investment holdings of mature stock than 

previously.  

 There are encouraging signs as First Growth activity rebounds and the right wine at the right price 

finds consistent demand; however, stray far from the target wines and interest dries up fast. 

 Merchants are tentatively growing their holdings again but the predominant sentiment is one of 

nervousness as fund redemptions continue to be a real concern. 

 

All of this leads us to believe that a clear and sustained direction in prices is unlikely to emerge over the 

forthcoming months – although that is not to suggest that prices will remain flat: expect some volatility and 

with it, the likelihood that bargains will emerge.   

 
 

 


